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ABSTRACT: 

Nowadays, a large percentage of people rely on available emails or messages sent by strangers. The ability for anyone to leave an email or message gives spammers 

a golden opportunity to spam about our various interests, filling the inbox with a variety of ridiculous emails. They greatly affect our internet speed and steal useful 

information, such as our contact list details. Identifying these spammers and also the spam content can be a hot topic of research and tedious tasks. Email spam is 

a process of sending messages en masse through the mail. Since the cost of the spam is mostly borne by the recipient, it is effectively postage-free advertising. 

Spam email is a type of commercial advertising that is economically viable because email can be a very cost-effective medium for the sender. With this proposed 

model, the specified message can be detected as spam or not using Bayes theorem and Naive Bayes classifier and also IP addresses of the sender are often detected. 

In this paper we will discuss and apply these algorithms on our dataset and the algorithm which gives the best accuracy and precision will be considered. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In a more digitizing world, building and constructing models that are designed to separate data into categories has become a relevant design space for 

different models and algorithms. The goal of this project is to construct a machine learning algorithm that separates emails into two different categories. 

Furthermore an algorithm will be constructed that will improves over time and become better at categorising emails. This will be done by first constructing 

a dataset reflecting real world data, since it will be nearly impossible to collect enough data from a normal email this will be solved by collecting the data 

from two different online forums. The data collected will be used to train and tune the different machine learning algorithms. The 4 different methods 

were: k-nearest neighbors, adaptive boosting, random forest and artificial neural network. The best preforming algorithm will be incorporated in the final 

product. The final product will be a feedback loop machine learning algorithm. Where new data will be presented to the algorithm and tested. If the 

algorithm is sure that a new data point is the right class it would incorporate it into the dataset and over time the dataset would grow larger and the 

algorithm would adapt to new data and trends. The goals of the project is to understand what makes a good machine learning algorithm for email 

classification and to understand how it can be incorporated into something that grows over time. The project main limitation is time since only 4 different 

methods will be tested and the growing algorithm will not be able to run for a substantial time. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Consider a situation in which by the means of the internet, you are receiving spam emails very frequently whether it may be promotions for their products 

to purchase them. These are negative marketing activities and fraud activities. As a receiver, we are helpless to control these spam emails. It also consumes 

a lot of memory and valuable time. So, there is a high need of having some mechanism to reduce these types of spam emails. In this paper, we are 

presenting a machine learning-based spam detection mechanism. This model consumes a dataset containing approximately 6000 emails. Using this 

mechanism, so much time and memory will be saved. With the help of this dataset, features can be extracted and it plays a major role in identifying the 

accuracy, precision, computational power, and misclassification rate of the particular algorithm. 

In Paper [1], Email Spam Detection using integrated approach of Naïve Bayes and Particle Swarm Optimization[1] Naïve Bayes algorithm is a Bayes 

theorem based statistical machine learning based approach having properties of strong independence, probability   distribution and ability to handle large 

datasets. In NB, probability distribution is evaluated from the frequency distribution of dataset. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is swarm intelligence 

based concept derived in 1995 by Eberhart and Kennedy PSO work on the property of stochastic distribution and initially find the local search solution, 

then individual particle share their solution and global solution is obtained. NB having probability distribution property determines the possible class for 

the email content from the spam class or non-spam class on the basis of keywords present in the email textual data. PSO is used to further optimize the 

parameters of NB approach to improve the accuracy, search space and classification process. 

http://www.ijrpr.com/
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In paper [2], In this paper, they used a Logistic regression model to classify Spam mail. It is a machine-learning classification algorithm. We use this 

model for the prediction of the output of a categorical dependent variable. This logistic model can estimate the probability of two class responses like 

ham/spam. A spam mail dataset is taken which contains 5572 emails including both ham and spam emails. The dataset is divided into two sets, one for 

training and another for testing. They have taken 80 percent of emails for Training and 20 percent for testing and the output of the model will be shown 

with the help of 0 and 1. By using this logistic regression algorithm to achieve an accuracy of 96.59 percent. 

In paper [3], A dataset is taken from spam assassin which contains nearly 5000 emails that will be read by a python package “Pyzmail”. during this text 

pre-processing phase, email structures are going to be extracted and the contents will be converted to plain text for analysis. during this model, two feature 

sets are prepared i.e., stopwords with N-gram and tf-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) and therefore the most frequent word count with 

count vectorization. N-gram and tf-IDF are created by exploring the text structure to take advantage of the contextual features. the foremost frequent 

word count with count vectorization is based on counting the most frequently occurring words from email content. A pipeline is made to feed data with 

the feature set and it is also easier to compare results. This pipeline consists of three algorithms i.e., Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, and Support vector 

machines. The evaluation criteria are supported by Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1 Score. Among the models which are using feature set 1 i.e., N- 

gram and tf-IDF, Logistic Regression got the very best precision i.e.,98.33%. Among the models which are using feature set 2 i.e., the most frequent 

word count with count vectorization, Logistic Regression got the very best precision i.e., 99.33% 

In paper [4], Intelligent Model for Classification of SPAM and HAM. In this paper they have used machine learning and non machine learning approaches. 

Machine learning approaches like support vector mechanism, neural network etc. Non machine learning approaches like strong key word searching and 

whitelisting and blacklisting of words. The sets so formed are further used as training set and the classification set. The process is to use the first set as 

training set and the remaining N-1 sets as the sets to be classified. In the next iteration the second set is used as the training set and the remaining sets are 

sets to be classified. The process is repeated until all the sets are used as training sets. The emails are classified based on the spam percentage each mail 

gains. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In 1998 the Naïve Bayes classifier was proposed for spam recognition. Bayesian classifier is working on the dependent events and the probability of an 

event occurring in the future that can be detected from the previous occurring of the same event . This technique can be used to classify spam e-mails; 

words probabilities play the main rule here. If some words occur often in spam but not in ham, then this incoming e-mail is probably spam. Naïve bayes 

classifier technique has become a very popular method in mail filtering software. Bayesian filter should be trained to work effectively. Every word has 

certain probability of occurring in spam or ham email in its database. If the total of words probabilities exceeds a certain limit, the filter will mark the e-

mail to either category. Here, only two categories are necessary: spam or ham. Almost all the statistic-based spam filters use Bayesian probability 

calculation to combine individual token's statistics to an overall score, and make filtering decision based on the score. The statistic we are mostly interested 

for a token T is its spamminess (spam rating) , calculated as follows: Most of the spam filtering techniques is based on text categorization methods. Thus 

filtering spam turns on a classification problem. In our work, rules are framed to extract feature vector from email. As the characteristics of discrimination 

are not well defined, it is more convenient to apply   machine learning techniques. Three machine learning algorithms, C 4.5 Decision tree classifier, 

Multilayer There are 

number of rules framed by considering the various features that will aid to identify the spam messages effectively. Each rule performs a test on the email, 

and each rule has a score. When an email is processed, it is tested against each rule. For each rule found to be true for an email, the score associated with 

the rule is added to the overall score for that email. Once all the rules have been used, the total score for the email is compared to a threshold value. If the 

score exceeds the threshold, then the email is marked as spam and the others are classified as legitimate mail. In this work, the rules used are. 

 

Where CSpam(T) and CHam(T) are the number of spam or ham messages containing token T, respectively. To calculate the possibility for a message M 

with tokens {T1,,TN}, one needs to combine the individual token's spamminess to evaluate the overall message spamminess. A simple way to make 

classifications is to calculate the product of individual token's spamminess and compare it with the product of individual token's hamminess 

 

Pre processing the data 

Remove punctuations. Remove  stop words :- Stop words like “and”, “the”, “of”, etc are very common in all English sentences and are not very meaningful 

in deciding spam or legitimate status, so these words have been removed from the emails. 
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In pre processing we remove all the unwanted words and punctuations such as comma, full stops, extra spaces and other repeated words. This will help 

to reduce the data to be processed. This helps to process the data much faster than before due to small amount of data. 

Creating Model and Training 

• Naïve Bayes Classifier 

Fig 5.3.1 Naive Bayes Model 

Here we split the data into train and test data and then we convert our data into the desired matrix format. To do this we will be using Count Vectorizer(). 

There are two steps to consider here: Firstly, we have to fit our training data (X_train) into Count Vectorizer() and return the matrix. Secondly, we have 

to transform our testing data (X_test) to return the matrix. Note that X_train is our training data for the 'v2' column in our dataset and we will be using 

this to train our model. X_test is our testing data for the 'v2' column and this is the data we will be using(after transformation to a matrix) to make 

predictions. Import the Multinomial classifier and fit the training data into the classifier using fit(). Name your classifier 'classifier'. Now that our algorithm 

has been trained using the training data set we can now make some predictions on the test data stored in 'X_test' using predict(). 

• Logistic Regression model 

 

Fig 5.3.2 Logistic regression Model 

Here we split the data into train and test data and then we convert our data into the desired matrix format. To do this we will be using Count Vectorizer(). 

There are two steps to consider here: Firstly, we have to fit our training data (message train) into Count Vectorizer() and return the matrix. Secondly, we 

have to transform our testing data (message test) to return the matrix. Note that message train is our training data for the 'v2' column in our dataset and 

we will be using this to train our model. message test is our testing data for the 'v2' column and this is the data we will be using(after transformation to a 

matrix) to make predictions. 

Import the Logistic Regression algorithm and fit the training data into the model using fit(). Name your model 'spam model'. Now that our algorithm has 

been trained using the training data set we can now make some predictions on the test data stored in 'message test' using predict(). 
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IV. RESULTS 

Comparing Results for Naïve Bayes and logistic Regression model with 80-20 split ratio. 

 

6.1. SCREENSHOTS 

Fig 6.1 80-20 split ration comparison 

V. CONCLUSION 

We proposed a novel algorithm for enhancing the accuracy of the Naive Bayes Spam Filter. The algorithm was implemented as an enhancement for Naive 

Bayes Classifier and also tested with logistic regression model. Naive Bayes has a very fast processing speed and allows for a small training set, hence is 

suitable for real-time spam filtering. We are also using Intelligent Text Modification method to identify messages containing leetspeak and diacritic. We 

are able to classify email as spam or ham. By creating an addition to Naive Bayes Classifier. We also found that our new addition helped improve ham 

classification due to the high recall and precision rates. We demonstrated that our algorithm consistently reduced the amount of spam emails misclassified 

as ham email. 
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